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Classical Coulomb Scattering 

Rutherford formula for 
Coulomb cross section



Preliminaries:  Gellman-Goldberger Relation
or two-potential formula

Interaction between projectile and target decomposes into two parts:

Division is particularly useful if the scattering wave function with 
respect to V0 can be treated exactly.

Reminder:

or:

From Low equation:



⇒

multiply

Where 

⇒ exact

Often used approximation: 



How can we use the Gellman-Goldberger relation to compute 
with the Coulomb force in momentum space? 

Define:

VC is a repulsive Coulomb potential

Related to the Coulomb modified nuclear 
phase shift and solution of 



To compute:

Coulomb functions in momentum space

or

Coulomb functions in coordinate space

Chooses the latter



Example:  with Yukawa potential :



Challenge I:  momentum space Coulomb functions 

General:

FT: A. Chan, MS thesis 
U. Waterloo (2007)

Partial wave decomposition (Mukhamedzanov, Dolinskii) (1966) 

has different representations

Essential:

depending on ζ



has different representations in terms of the 
hypergeometric function 2F1 (a;b;c;z) depending on ζ

ζ large enough  ( p and q different)

ζ ≈ 1  ( p ≈ q ) 

“regular” representation

“pole-proximity” representation



q = 1.5 fm-1



Challenge II:  
Matrix elements with Coulomb basis functions

Coulomb distorted nuclear matrix element

Separable t-matrix derived from p+A optical potential  (generalized EST scheme)

Nuclear matrix elements

“oscillatory” singularity at 𝒒𝒒 = 𝒑𝒑 ∶



Gel’fand-Shilov Regularization:
Generalization of Principal value regularization
Idea: reduce value of integrand near singularity

simplified

 Reduce integrand around pole 
by subtracting 2 terms of the 
Laurent series



Gel’fand-Shilov Regularization:
Generalization of Principal value regularization
Idea: reduce value of integrand near singularity

simplified

 Reduce integrand around pole by 
subtracting 2 terms of the Laurent 
series



no Coulomb
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